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This paper is the first of two papers devoted to the study of amalgamated free
products of inverse semigroups. The subject of our second paper is the structure of
amalgamated free products while this one is concerned with offering concrete
descriptions of normal forms. We define a lower bounded amalgam of inverse
semigroups and present a procedure by which the Schutzenberger automata of theÈ
amalgamated free product can be constructed. Those automata which can be such
a Schutzenberger automaton are characterized, yielding a canonical form for theÈ
amalgamated free product. Our proof makes use of the graph-theoretic ideas
developed by Jones, Margolis, Meakin, and Stephen for presentations of inverse
semigroups. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xFor our purposes, we can regard an amalgam to be a list S , S ; U of1 2
semigroups such that U is a subsemigroup of S and S . We say that the1 2
w xamalgam S , S ; U is strongly embedded in a semigroup T if S and S1 2 1 2
are embedded in T with the property that they intersect precisely in U. It
has been known for a long time that an amalgam of groups is strongly
embedded in a group. The result that an amalgam of inverse semigroups is
w xstrongly embedded in an inverse semigroup was proved by Hall in 1975 7 .
w xIn 1957, Kimura 12 showed that these results do not extend to semigroup
w xamalgams. In general, an amalgam S , S ; U of semigroups is strongly1 2
embedded in some semigroup only if it can be strongly embedded in the
free product with amalgamation of S and S over U. This is the semi-1 2
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group that can be generated most freely by S j S and which respects all1 2
w xthe relations implicit in the amalgam S , S ;U . We have an analogous1 2
w xsituation for an amalgam S , S ; U of inverse semigroups, with a suitably1 2
defined amalgamated free product S ) S . In the latter case, Hall's result1 U 2
tells us that every such amalgam is strongly embedded in its amalgamated
free product.
The use of automata has helped to investigate problems where the
linear word approach of combinatorial group theory has become difficult
to handle. Given an inverse semigroup presentation then, for any element
of the semigroup it presents, there is associated a unique automaton called
w xthe Schutzenberger automaton. Stephen 19 has devised a procedure forÈ
constructing the Schutzenberger automata. In general the procedure is notÈ
w xeffective. Jones, Margolis, Meakin, and Stephen 11 have used this proce-
dure to construct the Schutzenberger automaton of an element of the freeÈ
product of inverse semigroups in a finite number of steps. They also
characterized those automata which can be the Schutzenberger automataÈ
of such an element and so obtaining a canonical form for elements. The
w xcanonical forms of Jones 10 for the free product were then derived from
these automata. We refer the reader to the papers of Margolis and Meakin
w x w x14 and Margolis, Meakin, and Stephen 15 for some other work on
w xinverse semigroup presentations. The paper of Meakin 16 surveys much
of the work that has been done. Recently Haataja, Margolis, and Meakin
w x5 have looked at amalgams of inverse semigroups where the common
inverse semigroup contains all the idempotents of each factor. They have
shown that the maximal subgroups of the amalgamated free product may
be studied by using ideas of the Bass]Serre theory for groups acting on
graphs. Amalgams of free inverse semigroups over a finitely generated
inverse subsemigroup have been studied by Cherubini, Meakin, and Piochi
w x4 . They proved that the word problem is decidable for any such amalgam
and established a number of structural results. The classes of amalgams
w xstudied in 4, 5 are contained within that of the present paper. Several
ideas from those papers have been extended to the investigation of
w xstructural properties of lower bounded amalgams in the sequel 2 to this
paper.
The paper is organized as follows: the remainder of the Introduction is
devoted to introducing definitions and results on inverse semigroups,
presentations, Schutzenberger automata, inverse word graphs, free prod-È
ucts, and finally introducing lower bounded amalgams. Sections 2 and 3
each begin by establishing new definitions and then a graph construction.
Further graph definitions that will be needed to characterize the Schutzen-È
berger automata are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 defines one further
graph construction before illustrating how all the constructions together
determine a directed system of automata. It is established that the limit of
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any such directed system is the desired Schutzenberger automaton. Finally,È
more graph definitions are required in Section 6 and then the Schutzen-È
berger automata characterization is established in Theorem 6.4.
A semigroup S is called an in¨erse semigroup if for every element a g S
there exists a unique element ay1, called the in¨erse of a, such that
aay1a s a and ay1aay1 s a. A subsemigroup U of an inverse semigroup S
is called an in¨erse subsemigroup of S if the inverse of each element of U
is also contained in U. For Green's relations and other results on the
w x w xinverse semigroups we refer the reader to Petrich 17 and Howie 9 . We
 < :recall that a presentation of an inverse semigroup S is a pair X R where
 y1 .qX is a non-empty set and R is a binary relation on X j X such that
 y1 .q  y1 .qS ( X j X rt , where t is the congruence on X j X generated
by r j R and r is the Vagner congruence. The inverse semigroup S is
said to be presented by the generators X and the relations R and is denoted
 < :by S s Inv X R . Every inverse semigroup admits a presentation as
defined above. Crucial to this study is the notion of the SchutzenbergerÈ
 .  y1 .qautomaton A X, R, w for a word w g X j X relative to an inverse
 < :semigroup presentation S s Inv X R . The automaton has underlying
 .graph SG X, R, w whose set of vertices is R , the R-class containingwt
 .wt , and whose edges consist of all triples s, x, t where s, t g R andwt
x g X j Xy1 such that s ? xt s t; the edge is directed from s to t and
labelled by x. The automaton is then defined to have as initial state the
vertex wwy1t and as terminal state the vertex wt . The SchutzenbergerÈ
automata may clearly be defined for the element wt . We note from
w x  y1 .qStephen 19 that for any words w, w9 g X j X , wt s w9t if and only
 .  .if A X, R, w s A X, R, w9 . Thus an effective construction of each au-
w xtomaton implies solvable word problem. Stephen 19 has devised a proce-
dure for constructing the Schutzenberger automata which, in general, isÈ
not effective.
If X is a non-empty set then an in¨erse word graph over X is a
connected graph G such that every edge is labelled uniquely over X and
for each edge e in G there is a unique in¨erse edge ey1 with label the
inverse of that for e. An inverse word graph over X is said to be
deterministic if no two distinct edges have the same initial vertex and label.
 .If h is an equivalence relation on V G we define the quotient of G under
 .  .  .h to be the graph Grh where V Grh s V G rh and E Grh s
 .  .  .4¨ h, y, ¨ h : ¨ , y, ¨ g E G . The graph Grh is also an inverse word1 2 1 2
graph and the equivalence relation h induces a homomorphism of G onto
Grh defined by taking each element of G to its equivalence class under h.
 .An in¨erse automaton X is a triple A s a , G, b where G is an inverse
 .word graph over X and a , b g V G . The vertices a and b are called the
w xinitial and terminal roots of A, respectively. The language L A of A then
 y1 .qconsists of the set of words in X j X which label paths in G from a
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to b. Homomorphisms between inverse automata are homomorphisms
between the underlying word graphs which map initial and terminal roots
correspondingly. Monomorphisms and isomorphisms are defined in the
obvious way. An inverse automaton is deterministic if its underlying graph
is deterministic.
 < :Let S denote an inverse semigroup with fixed presentation X R with
 y1 .q w xS s X j X rt . We recall from 19 that the Schutzenberger au-È
 < :tomata relative to X R are deterministic inverse automata over X.
w x  y1 .qResult 1.1 19, Theorem 3.1 . Let w, w g X j X and s , s g R .1 1 2 wt
Then:
 .  .i SG X, R, wt is a deterministic in¨erse word graph o¨er X.
 .  . y1ii wt F w t m w labels a path in SG X, R, wt from ww t to1 1
wt .
 .  .iii s ? w t s s m w labels a path in SG X, R, wt from s to s .1 1 2 1 1 2
 . From Result 1.1 the language of A X, R, wt is given by w­ s ¨ g
 y1 .q 4X j X : ¨t G wt . The importance of the Schutzenberger automataÈ
lies in the next result.
w x  y1 .qResult 1.2 19, Theorem 3.9 . Let w , w g X j X . Then the fol-1 2
lowing statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i w t s w t ;1 2
 . w  .x w  .xii w g L A X, R, w t and w g L A X, R, w t ;1 2 2 1
 . w  .x w  .xiii L A X, R, w t s L A X, R, w t ;1 2
 .  .  .iv A X, R, w t s A X, R, w t .1 2
w xIn 19 Stephen also describes Green's relations on S in terms of
isomorphisms between the appropriate Schutzenberger automata. TheÈ
w xnext definition 19 has been slightly altered, for convenience, without
 y1 .qchanging the results that follow. Let w g X j X . An inverse automa-
 . w xton A over X is an approximate automaton of A X, R, wt if L A :
w  .x w xL A X, R, wt and there exists w9 g L A with w9t s wt . We also say
 .  .that A approximates A X, R, wt and we write A § A X, R, wt . Let
 y1 .qw , w g X j X and suppose A is an inverse automaton over X that1 2
 .  . X X w xapproximates A X, R, w t and A X, R, w t . Let w , w g L A with1 2 1 2
wX t s w t and wX t s w t . Then by Result 1.2, wX t s wX t , hence w t s1 1 2 2 1 2 1
w t . Thus an inverse automaton can approximate at most one Schutzen-È2
berger automaton. Clearly a Schutzenberger automaton approximatesÈ
itself.
w x  y1 .q  .Result 1.3 19, Lemma 5.1 . Let w g X j X and A s a , G, b
 .be an in¨erse automaton o¨er X that approximates A X, R, wt . if a 9, b9 g
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 .V G , w labels a path a 9 ª a and w labels a path b ª b9, for some1 2
 y1 .q  .  .w , w g X j X , then a 9, G, b9 approximates A X, R, w ww t .1 2 1 2
Thus changing the initial and terminal roots also determines an approxi-
 < :mate inverse automaton. By an approximate graph, relative to X R , we
mean an inverse automaton over X in which choosing any pair of vertices
determines an inverse automaton that approximates some SchutzenbergerÈ
 < :automaton relative to X R . In Result 1.3 the underlying graph of A is
 < :an approximate graph relative to X R . We define a multiplication of
 .  .two disjoint inverse automata A s a , G , b and A s a , G , b as1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
A = A s a h , G j G rh , b h . .1 2 1 1 2 2
where h is the equivalence on the vertices of G j G generated by1 2
 .4b , a .1 2
w xResult 1.4 19, Lemma 5.2 . Let A and A be in¨erse automata o¨er X1 2
 .  .that approximate A X, R, w t and A X, R, w t , respecti¨ ely. Then A = A1 2 1 2
 .is an in¨erse automaton o¨er X that approximates A X, R, w w t .1 2
 y1 .qLet w s y y ??? y g X j X . The linear automaton of w is the1 2 n
 .  .inverse automaton Lin A w s a , G , b where G has verticesw w w w
 .  4  .V G s a s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ s b and edges E G sw w 0 1 ny 1 n w w
 .  y1 .4ny1¨ , y , ¨ , ¨ , y , ¨ . The importance of linear automata isi iq1 iq1 iq1 iq1 i is0
established in the next result.
w x  y1 .q  .Result 1.5 19, Lemma 5.3 . Let w g X j X . Then Lin A w ap-
 .proximates A X, R, wt .
Stephen's procedure for building a Schutzenberger automaton, for aÈ
given word w, begins with the linear automaton for w and by performing
the following two constructions defined for any inverse automaton A s
 .  .  .a , G, b over X : 1 Let r, s be a relation in R such that there is a path
from vertices ¨ to ¨ of G labelled by r, but no path from ¨ to ¨1 2 1 2
labelled by s. Then, if necessary, take an isomorphic copy of G which iss
 .  .disjoint from G, where Lin A s s a , G , b . An elementary expansion ofs s s
 < :A, relative to X R , is obtained by adjoining G to G, by identifying onlys
 .a with ¨ , and b with ¨ . 2 If G has two edges with common initials 1 s 2
vertex and the same label, then an elementary determination of A is
 .obtained by taking the quotient by the least equivalence on V G that
identifies the terminal vertices of both edges.
w x  y1 .qResult 1.6 19, Lemmas 5.5, 5.6 . Let w g X j X and A be an
 .in¨erse automaton o¨er X that approximates A X, R, wt . Then any elemen-
tary determination and any elementary expansion of A is also an in¨erse
 .automaton o¨er X that approximates A X, R, wt .
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Finally, we say that a deterministic inverse automaton A over X is
 < :closed, relative to X R , if no elementary expansion can be performed.
w x  y1 .qResult 1.7 19, Theorem 5.10 . Let w g X j X and A be a
 .deterministic in¨erse automaton o¨er X that approximates A X, R, wt . If A
 < :  .is closed, relati¨ e to X R , then it is isomorphic to A X, R, wt .
Every Schutzenberger automaton is deterministic and closed, relative toÈ
 < :X R , and approximates itself. Thus, from Result 1.3 and Result 1.7,
choosing any pair of vertices for the roots of a Schutzenberger graphÈ
always determines a Schutzenberger automaton, up to isomorphism. ByÈ
 .applying expansions and determinations to the linear automaton Lin A w
we obtain a sequence of inverse automata A1, A 2, A 3, . . . and natural
homomorphisms f : A ª A for i F j. We thus obtain a directed systemi j i j
 w xA in K, the category of all inverse automata over X see Blyth 3 or
w x . w xHiggins 8 for definitions in category theory . We state from 20 that
every directed system in K has a direct limit. When they exist, direct limits
for a given directed system A are uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
For a given directed system A in K with direct limit object A we shall
write A s lim A.
w x  y1 .qResult 1.8 20 . Let w g X j X and A be a directed system in K
 .obtained from Lin A w by repeated applications of expansions and determi-
 .nations. Then the direct limit object of this system is A X, R, wt .
 .Hence if we can construct A X, R, wt by expansions and determina-
 y1 .qtions within finitely many applications, for every word w g X j X ,
 < :then X R has decidable word problem by Result 1.2.
 < :  < :We state that if S s Inv X R and S s Inv X R are inverse1 1 1 2 2 2
semigroups, where X and X are disjoint sets, then the free product1 2
S )S in the category of inverse semigroups has presentation X j X ¬1 2 1 2
: w xR j R . We shall recall some definitions from 11 for inverse word1 2
graphs labelled over such a disjoint union X s X j X and, putting1 2
R s R j R , we shall briefly describe the Schutzenberger graphs relativeÈ1 2
 < :to X R . If G is an inverse word graph over X j X then an edge of G1 2
y1  4is labelled from X j X , for some i g 1, 2 , and is said to be colouredi i
by i. A subgraph of G is monochromatic if all its edges have the same
colour. A lobe of G is defined to be a maximal monochromatic connected
subgraph of G. The colouring of edges extends to colouring of lobes. Two
lobes are said to be adjacent if they share common vertices, called
 .intersections. If ¨ g V G is an intersection then it is common to two
 .  .unique lobes which we denote by D ¨ and D ¨ , coloured respectively by1 2
1 and 2. A path in G is called simple if it contains no repeated vertex,
other than perhaps its first and last, in which case it is a simple cycle. The
graph G is cactoid if it has finitely many lobes and every simple cycle is
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monochromatic. An inverse automaton is called cactoid if its underlying
graph is cactoid. The importance of cactoid inverse automata lies in the
following result.
w xResult 1.9 11, Theorem 4.1 . The Schutzenberger automata of S )SÈ 1 2
 < :  .relati¨ e to X R are, up to isomorphism, precisely a trans¨ ersal of the
cactoid in¨erse automata o¨er X whose lobes are isomorphic to SchutzenbergerÈ
 < :  < :graphs relati¨ e to either X R or X R .1 1 2 2
w xBefore reviewing the procedure in 11 for constructing these automata
w xwe shall note some other definitions that were introduced in 1 . If M and
M9 are lobes of G then a lobe path in G from M to M9 is a finite sequence
of lobes M s D1, D2, . . . , Dny1, Dn s M9, where Di is adjacent to Diq1, for
1 F i F n y 1. If M s M9 then the path is a lobe loop. The lobe path is
reduced if it is not of the form D1, D2, D1 and all the lobes in the sequence
are distinct, except possibly the initial and terminal lobes. It is readily
verified that there is a unique reduced lobe path between any two lobes if
and only if G has no non-trivial reduced lobe loops. We define the lobe
 .graph T G of an inverse word graph G over X to be the graph whose
vertices are the lobes of G and whose edges correspond to adjacency of
 .lobes; more precisely, there is an edge D , D from a lobe D coloured by1 2 1
 .1 to a lobe D coloured by 2 if D and D are adjacent in G. Thus T G is2 1 2
 .a bipartite graph. It is immediate that T G is a tree if and only if G has no
non-trivial reduced lobe loops. The definition of a cactoid inverse word
graph over X may be expressed by saying that the lobe graph is a finite
tree and adjacent lobes have precisely one common intersection.
 .Construction 1.10. Let A s a , G, b be a cactoid inverse automaton
 < :over X whose lobes are approximate graphs, relative to either X R or1 1
 < :  4X R . Let D be a lobe of G, coloured by i g 1, 2 , that is not closed2 2
 < :  y1 .qrelative to X R . Let l be any vertex of D and u g X j X suchi i i i
 .  .that l, D, l approximates A X , R , uh . Then, taking a disjoint isomor-i i i
 .phic copy of SG X , R , uh if necessary, construct the quotient A* si i i
   .. .a*, G j SG X , R , uh rk , b * , where k is the least partial determina-i i i
tion which identifies l with uuy1h such that the image of D ji
 .SG X , R , uh under k is deterministic, a* and b * denote the respectivei i i
images of a and b. The equivalence k can also be described as the least
 .equivalence on G j SG X , R , uh which identifies each vertex and eachi i i
 .  .edge of l, D, l with its natural image in SG X , R , uh .i i i
w xResult 1.11 11, Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 . Let A be a cactoid in¨erse
automaton o¨er X whose lobes are approximate graphs, relati¨ e to either
 < :  < :X R or X R . If A* is an automaton obtained from A by an1 1 2 2
application of Construction 1.10 then it is also a cactoid in¨erse automaton
 < :o¨er X whose lobes are approximate graphs, relati¨ e to either X R or1 1
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 < :  y1 .q  .X R . Moreo¨er, if w g X j X and A approximates A X, R, wh2 2
then so does A*.
w x  .We state from 11, Theorem 3.4 that starting with Lin A w , for
 y1 .qw g X j X , any sequence obtained by repeated applications of con-
 .struction 1.10 terminates finitely in A X, R, wh .
w xLet S , S ; U be an amalgam in the class of inverse semigroups. We1 2
shall denote the associated amalgamated free product in the class of
 < : inverse semigroups by S ) S . Next, let S ( Inv X R s X j1 U 2 1 1 1 1
y1 .q  < :  y1 .qX rh and S ( Inv X R s X j X rh , where X and X1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
 < : are disjoint. Then we may write S ) S s Inv X R j W s X j1 U 2
y1.q   .  ..X rt , where X s X j X , R s R j R , W s w u , w u :1 2 1 2 1 2
4 y1 y1 y1  .  y1 .qu g U and X s X j X , choosing a word w u g X j X1 2 i i i
 4that defines u, under h , for all y g U and i g 1, 2 . Formally, thei
w xamalgamated free product S ) S is the pushout of S , S ; U in the1 U 2 1 2
 w x .category of inverse semigroups see Blyth 3 for definitions .
w xThe following class of amalgams was introduced by the author in 1 . An
w xamalgam of inverse semigroups S , S ; U is called lower bounded if it1 2
satisfies the following conditions.
 .  4  .  .  4i For i g 1, 2 and all e g E S , the set U e s u g U : e F u isi i i
 . either empty or has a least element, which we denote by f e here Fi
.denotes the natural partial order on S .i
 .  4ii For i g 1, 2 , every descending chain of idempotents eu ,1
 .  .  .eu , eu , . . . in S where e g E S , u g E U and u ) f eu ) u ,2 3 i i k k i k i kq1
for all k G 1, is finite.
We have the following examples of lower bounded amalgams.
v U is full in both S and S , that is, it contains all the idempotents of1 2
 .  4each factor. If e g E S , where i g 1, 2 , then e is an idempotent of Ui
 .  .and the set U e is non-empty with least element f e s e. Next, ifi
 .  .e, u , u g E U with u ) f eu ) u then u ) eu ) u and hence1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
 .f eu s eu s eu u s u . Thus every chain of idempotents as described2 2 1 2 2
 .in condition ii is finite and the amalgam is lower bounded. Some
w xstructural results have already been established in 5 for this case.
v  .  4U is an ideal of both S and S . Then if e g E S , where i g 1, 2 ,1 2 i
 .  .it is easily verified that U e / B m e g U. Thus if u e / B we havei i
 .  .  .f e s e. If e, u , u g E U with u ) f eu ) u then u ) eu ) u1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
 .and f eu s u as in the previous example.2 2
v  .U is a semilattice satisfying the descending chain condition DCC ;
i.e., if f , f , f , . . . is a sequence of idempotents of U with f F f , for1 2 3 kq1 k
k s 1, 2, . . . , then there exists a positive integer N for which f s f fork N
 .  4all k ) N. It is easy to verify that if e g E S , where i g 1, 2 , then thei
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 .  .set U e is either non-empty or has a least idempotent. Thus condition ii
holds. All descending chains eu , eu , eu , . . . g S , as described in condi-1 2 3 i
 .tion ii are finite since the sequence u , u , u , . . . is then finite by the1 2 3
descending chain condition on U.
v S and S are Brandt semigroups, that is, completely 0-simple1 2
 w x.inverse semigroups see Petrich 17, II , and U contains the zero of each
 .  4factor. If e g E S is non-zero, where i g 1, 2 , then e is minimal, withi
respect to F , in the set of non-zero idempotents of S . It is easily verifiedi i
 .  .  .that U e / B m e g U, and thus if U e / B we have f e s e. Also,i i
 .  .U 0 is equal to U, with least element 0. Thus condition i holds. Strictlyi
 .descending chains of idempotents in U are finite and hence condition ii
also holds.
v S and S are E-unitary and admit inverse semigroup presentations1 2
whose associated Schutzenberger graphs are all finite. The verification ofÈ
 .condition i follows using similar arguments to that in the proof of Lemma
w x  .2 of 4 . If e g E S , u g U, and u G e then u is idempotent since S isi i
E-unitary. Next, u G e implies that the Schutzenberger automaton of u isÈ
embedded into the Schutzenberger automaton of e, again since S isÈ i
E-unitary. Since the Schutzenberger graphs are finite it now follows thatÈ
 .  .U e is finite and only contains idempotents. Thus condition i holds. Thei
 .verification of condition ii follows using similar arguments to that in the
w xproof of the induction basis in Lemma 3 of 4 , we omit the details. This
example includes amalgams of finite E-unitary inverse semigroups and all
amalgams of free inverse semigroups the latter class have been investi-
w x.gated recently in 4 .
v Other immediate examples are provided by the case when S and S1 2
are inverse monoids and U is the trivial group. This includes the case when
U is the trivial submonoid of S and S , and S ) S is then the free1 2 1 U 2
product in the class of inverse monoids.
We shall briefly return to inverse word graphs over X s X j X and1 2
shall introduce some pictures that will be helpful in visualizing these
graphs. Recall that an inverse word graph G over X is cactoid if it has
finitely many lobes and no non-trivial reduced lobe loops, where adjacent
lobes have precisely one common intersection. We can illustrate parts of
the graph G by simple pictures as in Fig. 1.12 where each circular envelope
 .depicts a lobe, edges are not drawn, and some intersection vertices are
indicated by dots.
The pictures thus have a tree-like structure. If D is a lobe in G with
vertices ¨ and ¨ then we depict a path p : ¨ ª ¨ in D, with label1 2 1 2
 y1 .q  4w g X j X , where i g 1, 2 , by a directed line from ¨ to ¨i i 1 2
labelled by w, or sometimes just p, as shown in Fig. 1.13.
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FIGURE 1.12.
The above pictures can be readily extended to any inverse word graph G
over X again using circular envelopes to depict lobes, with vertices and
paths as illustrated before, and flat boundaries between adjacent lobes to
 .represent the membranes where possibly infinitely many common inter-
sections lie.
w xThroughout the following sections S , S ; U shall denote a lower1 2
bounded amalgam and we shall adopt the notation given above for the
presentations of S , S , S )S and S ) S .1 2 1 2 1 U 2
2. LOWER BOUND EQUALITY
Let G be an inverse word graph over X and suppose the lobes of G are
each isomorphic to some Schutzenberger graph relative to one of theÈ
 < :  < :presentations X R and X R . If ¨ is a vertex of G belonging to a1 1 2 2
 4  .lobe D, coloured by some i g 1, 2 , then ¨ , D, ¨ is a rooted inverse
automaton over X which is isomorphic to the Schutzenberger automatonÈi
FIGURE 1.13.
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  ..  .A X , R , e ¨ of some unique idempotent e ¨ g S . We can thus definei i i i i
 .  .  .a partial function V G ª E S : ¨ ª e ¨ , defined for each vertex ¨ thati i
belongs to a lobe coloured by i, for i s 1, 2. The graph G is said to have
 .the lower bound equality property if for every intersection ¨ g V G we
  ..   ..have U e ¨ s U e ¨ . An inverse automaton over X has the lower1 1 2 2
bound equality property if its underlying graph does.
 < :Recall that the Schutzenberger automata of S )S relative to X RÈ 1 2
 .are, up to isomorphism, precisely a transversal of the cactoid inverse
automata over X whose lobes are isomorphic to Schutzenberger graphsÈ
 < :  < :relative to either X R or X R . In such an automaton adjacent1 1 2 2
lobes have precisely one common intersection.
 .Construction 2.1. Let A s a , G, b be isomorphic to some Schutzen-È
 < :berger automaton, relative to X R , that does not have the lower bound
 .equality property. Then there exists an intersection ¨ g V G such that
  ..   ..   ..   ..U e ¨ / U e ¨ . Next, at least one of the sets U e ¨ and U e ¨1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
  ..is non-empty and not contained in the other. We shall assume U e ¨ is2 2
  ..non-empty and not contained in U e ¨ and define the expansion at ¨ of1 1
  ..colour 1 as follows. When U e ¨ is non-empty and not contained in1 1
  ..U e ¨ , the expansion at ¨ of colour 2 is defined analogously. First put2 2
  ..  .f s f e ¨ . Then, taking a disjoint isomorphic copy of SG X , R , f if2 1 1
 .  .necessary, construct the rooted automaton B s ¨ , G, ¨ = A X , R , f ,1 1
 .  .of ¨ , G, ¨ multiplied by A X , R , f . Next, the union of the images of1 1
 .  .D ¨ and A X , R , f forms a lobe in B that, by Result 1.4, is an1 1 1
 < :approximate graph relative to X R . Then B is a cactoid inverse1 1
automaton over X whose lobes are approximate graphs, relative to either
 < :  < :X R or X R . Therefore, by Result 1.11 and following comments,1 1 2 2
we obtain, by repeated applications of Construction 1.10, a rooted cactoid
 .  < :automaton B9 s ¨ 9, G9, ¨ 9 which is closed relative to X R ; here ¨ 9
denotes the image of ¨ and is an intersection of B9. Finally, the expansion
 .at ¨ of colour 1 is then defined to be A9 s a 9, G9, b9 , where a 9 and b9
denote the respective images of a and b in G9. We note that the above
construction may be viewed as a graph operation since the underlying
graph of A9 is independent of the choice of the states a and b. Also it is
clear that the intersections of A9 are precisely the images in A9 of the
intersections of A. Thus A9 has at most as many intersections as A.
 y1 .q  .LEMMA 2.2. Let w g X j X and A s a , G, b be isomorphic to
 < :some Schutzenberger automaton, relati¨ e to X R , that approximatesÈ
 .A X, R j W, wt . If A9 is an automaton obtained from A by an application
of Construction 2.1 then it is also isomorphic to a Schutzenberger automaton,È
 < :  .relati¨ e to X R , that approximates A X, R j W, wt .
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Proof. We need only prove that the resulting automaton approximates
 .  .A X, R j W, wt . First of all, we have A ( A X, R, w9h , for some w9 g
 y1 .q  .X j X . Therefore A9 § A X, R j W, w9t . Since an inverse au-
tomaton can approximate at most one Schutzenberger automaton of aÈ
given presentation, we must have w9t s wt . It follows that we may assume
w9 s w without loss of generality. We shall also assume that A9 is
obtained from A by an expansion at ¨ of colour 1, for some intersec-
  ..tion vertex ¨ of A. Thus put f s f e ¨ and let w label a path ¨ ª a2 1
in G. First, by Result 1.1, wwy1h F w wy1h, thus wwy1t F w wy1t . Next,1 1 1 1
 .  .since A § A X, R, wh , we have by Result 1.3 that ¨ , G, ¨ §
 y1 y1 .  .  y1 y1 .A X, R, w ww w h . Moreover ¨ , G, ¨ ( A X, R, w ww w h since1 1 1 1
 .  < : y1 y1¨ , G, ¨ is closed relative to X R . Thus, by Result 1.1, w ww w h F1 1
 . y1 y1  .e ¨ and therefore w ww w t F e ¨ F f. Let B denote the product2 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .¨ , G, ¨ = A X , R , f . Now A X , R , f § A X, R, f here f g S and1 1 1 1 1
 y1 y1 .  .thus, by Result 1.4, we have B § A X, R, w ww w h ? f again f g S .1 1 1
 .Let B9 s ¨ 9, G9, ¨ 9 be the rooted automaton obtained by repeated
applications of Construction 1.10, as required in Construction 2.1. Then,
 y1 y1 . by Result 1.11, we also have B9 § A X, R, w ww w h ? f again1 1
.  y1 y1 .f g S , and thus B9 § A X, R j W, w ww w t ? f where f g S l S .1 1 1 1 2
 .Let A9 s a 9, G9, b9 , where a 9 and b9 denote the respective images
of a and b in G9. Then, by applying Result 1.3 once more, we have A9 §
 y1 y1 y1 .A X, R j W, w t ? w ww w t ? f ? w wt . Finally,1 1 1 1
wy1t ? w wwy1 wy1t ? f ? w wt s wy1 w wwy1 wy1t ? f ? w wt1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s wy1 w wwy1 wy1t ? w wt1 1 1 1
s wwy1 wy1t ? w wt1 1
s wwy1 wy1 w wt1 1
s wt .
 .Thus A9 § A X, R j W, wt as required.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following result.
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be isomorphic to some Schutzenberger automaton,È
 < :relati¨ e to X R . Then repeated applications of Construction 2.1 terminate
finitely in an automaton that has the lower bound equality property.
The proof of Lemma 2.3 requires complicated technical results about
Construction 2.1 and has thus been broken down into the following
collection of lemmas. We shall want to examine Construction 2.1 when an
application does not decrease the number of intersections. It is convenient
to introduce some new notation for this purpose. Recall that a path is
simple if it contains no repeated vertices, except possibly its initial and
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terminal vertices. A cactoid graph has no simple loops that are not
monochromatic. Any path may be factored uniquely as a product of
maximal length monochromatic subpaths. The sequence of colours of
w xthose subpaths is then called its colour sequence. In 11, Lemma 2.1 it was
shown for a cactoid graph that any two simple paths, between some pair of
distinct vertices, share the same colour sequence.
 .Notation 2.4. Let A s a , G, b be a cactoid inverse automaton over
X, and let ¨ be an intersection of A. Let G denote the connected1
subgraph of G consisting of the edges and vertices of every simple path
from ¨ whose colour sequence begins with 1. It is easily verified that if G1
contains an edge of some lobe D then G contains all the edges and1
vertices of D. Since G is cactoid the subgraph G cannot contain any1
simple loops that are not monochromatic. Thus G is also cactoid. Simi-1
larly, we let G denote the connected subgraph of G consisting of the edges2
and vertices of every simple path from ¨ whose colour sequence begins
w xwith 2. From 11, Lemma 2.1 , as stated above, it follows that G and G1 2
intersect precisely in the intersection ¨ . Moreover, since the colour se-
quence of any path from ¨ begins with either colour 1 or 2, G is the union
 .  .  .  .of G and G and thus ¨ , G, ¨ s ¨ , G , ¨ = ¨ , G , ¨ . We shall let C ¨1 2 1 2 1
 .  .denote the automaton ¨ , G , ¨ and let C ¨ denote the automaton1 2
 .¨ , G , ¨ .2
 .LEMMA 2.5. Let A s a , G, b be a cactoid in¨erse automaton o¨er X
 4and let D be a lobe of A coloured by i, for some i g 1, 2 . Put j s 3 y i.
Then G is the union of D and the underlying graphs of the disjoint automata
 .C ¨ , for e¨ery intersection ¨ of D.j
Proof. It is clear that for any pair ¨ , ¨ of distinct intersections of D1 2
 .  .the automata C ¨ and C ¨ are disjoint. Now let ¨ 9 be any vertex of Gj 1 j 2
and let p ??? p denote the factorisation of some simple path p : ¨ ª ¨ 91 n
into maximal length monochromatic subpaths, where ¨ is any intersection
of D. Then if p has colour i, either n s 1 and ¨ 9 is a vertex of D or the1
initial vertex of p is an intersection of D. In the latter case p ??? p is a2 2 n
path to ¨ 9, from some intersection of D, whose colour sequence begins
with j. The statement of the lemma is now immediate.
We shall now return to Construction 2.1. Recall that after each applica-
tion the intersections of the resulting automaton are precisely the images
of the intersections from the initial automaton. We shall require the
following technical lemma.
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be isomorphic to some Schutzenberger automaton,È
 < :relati¨ e to X R , and let ¨ be an intersection ¨ertex of A. Suppose A9 is
 4obtained from A by an expansion at ¨ of colour i, for some i g 1, 2 , such
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that the operation does not decrease the number of intersections. Put j s 3 y i.
 X .  .Then the automaton C ¨ is isomorphic to C ¨ for e¨ery intersection ¨j 1 j 1 1
 . Xof D ¨ , where ¨ denotes the image of ¨ in A9. Further,i 1 1
e ¨ X s sy1 ? f e ¨ ? s .  . .i 1 j
- e ¨ , .i 1
  . .  .where s g S is such that ¨ , D ¨ , ¨ ( A X , R , s .i i 1 i i
Proof. Without loss of generality put i s 1, so j s 2, and denote
  ..  .f e ¨ by f. Next let ¨ be any intersection of D ¨ and s g S such that2 1 1 1
  . .  .¨ , D ¨ , ¨ ( A X , R , s . Combining Result 1.3 and Result 1.7 we have1 1 1 1
  . .  y1 .¨ , D ¨ , ¨ ( A X , R , s . Let G denote the underlying graph of A1 1 1 1
 .and then, taking a disjoint isomorphic copy of SG X , R , f if necessary,1 1
 .  .  .construct the rooted automaton ¨*, G*, ¨* s ¨ , G, ¨ = A X , R , f .1 1
Next, letting ¨U denote the image of ¨ in G*, it is clear that the1 1
 U .  .automaton C ¨ is isomorphic to C ¨ . Further, we have2 1 2 1
 U  U . .   . .  .¨ , D ¨ , ¨* ( ¨ , D ¨ , ¨ = A X , R , f . Thus, by Result 1.4, we1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 U  U . .  y1 .  U  U . U .have ¨ , D ¨ , ¨* § A X , R , s ? f . By Result 1.3, ¨ , D ¨ , ¨1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 y1 .§ A X , R , s ? f ? s . Every lobe of G* is closed, relative to either1 1
 < :  < :  U .  U .X R or X R , except possibly D ¨ . If D ¨ is also closed then1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
 U . y1our operation is complete and we have e ¨ s s ? f ? s, as required; an1 1
inverse automaton can approximate at most one Schutzenberger automa-È
ton of a given presentation. Otherwise there is at most one subsequent
application of Construction 1.10, assuming that there is no decrease in the
number of intersections. The application of Construction 1.10 results in
 U .the closure of D ¨ and does not identify distinct intersections of G*.1 1
Thus, letting ¨ X denote the image of ¨U in the resulting automaton A9, it1 1
 U .  X .is clear that the automata C ¨ and C ¨ are isomorphic. Further, we2 1 2 1
 X  X . X .  y1 .have ¨ , D ¨ , ¨ ( A X , R , s ? f ? s ; again since an inverse automa-1 1 1 1 1 1
ton can approximate at most one Schutzenberger automaton of a givenÈ
presentation.
 X .  .Finally, we show that e ¨ - e ¨ . First, combining Result 1.3 and1 1 1 1
 . y1  . y1Result 1.7, it follows that e ¨ s s s and e ¨ s ss . It is then1 1 1
 X .  .  X. y1immediate that e ¨ F e ¨ . Note that e ¨ s ss ? f , putting ¨ s ¨1 1 1 1 1 1
 X .  .  .in the above proofs. Next, assuming e ¨ s e ¨ it follows that e ¨ 9 s1 1 1 1 1
 .  .e ¨ and thus f G e ¨ . This contradicts our original suppositions since1 1
 .A9 is obtained from A by an expansion at ¨ of colour 1 and thus U f is2
  ..not contained in U e ¨ .1 1
We shall now show that repeated applications of Construction 2.1
terminate finitely in an automaton with the lower bound equality property.
The proof is by induction on the number of intersections of the initial
automaton. An automaton with no intersections consists of precisely one
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lobe and thus automatically has the lower bound equality provided that it
 < :  < :is closed relative to either X R or X R . We shall first consider the1 1 2 2
case of an automaton with precisely 1 intersection.
LEMMA 2.7. Let A be isomorphic to some Schutzenberger automaton,È
 < :relati¨ e to X R , that has precisely one intersection ¨ . Suppose A9 is
 4obtained from A by an expansion at ¨ of colour i, for some i g 1, 2 . Put
j s 3 y i. Then
e ¨ 9 s e ¨ ? f e ¨ , e ¨ 9 s e ¨ , .  .  .  .  . .i i j j j
- e ¨ , .i
where ¨ 9 denotes the image of ¨ in A9. Further, any automaton obtained from
A9 by an application of Construction 2.1 is obtained by an expansion at ¨ 9 of
colour j.
Proof. The first statement of the lemma is immediate from Lemma 2.6.
  ..   ..   ..   ..Next, U e ¨ 9 / B and moreover f e ¨ 9 G f e ¨ 9 . Thus U e ¨ 9i i j i j j
  ..is contained in U e ¨ 9 and hence the only possible application ofi i
Construction 2.1 is an expansion at ¨ 9 of colour j.
We now establish our main result for an automaton with precisely one
intersection.
LEMMA 2.8. Let A be isomorphic to some Schutzenberger automaton,È
 < :relati¨ e to X R , that has precisely one intersection. Then repeated applica-
tions of Construction 2.1 terminate finitely in an automaton that has the lower
bound equality property.
Proof. Put A s A1 and let A1, A 2, A 3, . . . be a sequence of automata
determined by repeated applications of Construction 2.1. Put ¨ s ¨ 1 and
let ¨ k denote the image of ¨ 1 in A k. Without loss of generality suppose
A 2 is obtained from A1 by an expansion at ¨ 1 of colour 1. From Lemma
2.7 it follows, for all k G 1, that A 2 k is obtained from A 2 ky1 by an
expansion at ¨ 2 ky1 of colour 1, and A 2 kq1 is obtained from A 2 k by an
2 k  k .  k .expansion at ¨ of colour 2. Put g s e ¨ and h s e ¨ , for allk 1 k 2
k G 1. Thus, by Lemma 2.7, we have
g s g ? f h , h s h , .2 k 2 ky1 2 ky1 2 k 2 ky1
- g ,2 ky1
and
g s g , h s h ? f g .2 kq1 2 k 2 kq1 2 k 2 k
- h ,2 k
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for all k G 1. Next, it follows by assumption that
f h ) f g , f g ) f h , .  .  .  .2 k 2 kq1 2 kq1 2 kq2
 .  .  .for all k G 1. Note that f h s f h ) f g for all k G 1.2 kq1 2 kq2 2 kq3
 .Then h s h ? f g and3 1 3
h s h ? f g .2 kq1 2 ky1 2 kq1
s h ? f g ? f g .  .2 ky3 2 ky1 2 kq1
s h ? f g since f g ) f g .  .  . .2 ky3 2 kq1 2 ky1 2 kq1
...
s h ? f g .1 2 kq1
 .for all k ) 1. Thus, putting u s f g , we have a descending chaink 2 kq1
h u , h u , h u , . . . in S where1 1 1 2 1 3 2
u G f h u ) u , .k 1 k kq1
 .  .  .for all k G 1. If u s f h u for some N G 1 then f h s f gN 1 N 2 Nq1 2 Nq1
implies A 2 Nq1 has the lower bound equality property and is thus the
terminal automaton in the above sequence. Otherwise, the descending
 .chain h u , h u , h u , . . . is infinite where u ) f h u ) u for all1 1 1 2 1 3 k 1 k kq1
 .k G 1, which cannot happen by condition ii of the lower bounded
conditions.
We shall now assume that repeated applications of Construction 2.1
terminate finitely when applied to a Schutzenberger automaton, relative toÈ
 < :X R , that has fewer than n intersections, for some n ) 1. We need only
consider sequences of automata obtained by repeated applications of
Construction 2.1 in which the number of intersections does not decrease; if
the number of intersections were to decrease at some stage then subse-
quent repeated applications of Construction 2.1 would terminate by our
induction hypothesis.
Recall, from the Introduction, that a cactoid graph has a finite number
of lobes and has no non-trivial reduced lobe loops. It follows that a cactoid
 .graph, with more than one lobe, has at least two lobes each of which is
adjacent to precisely one other lobe; the proof is essentially the same as
 .showing that a finite tree, with more than one vertex, has at least two
vertices each of which is the initial or terminal vertex of exactly one edge
 w x.  .see 21 . Thus a cactoid graph, with more than one lobe, has at least two
lobes each of which has precisely one intersection. We shall now extend
the notation used in Lemma 2.8. The notation will serve to simplify the
remaining proofs of this section.
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Notation 2.9. Let A1, A 2, A 3, . . . denote a sequence of automata deter-
mined by repeated applications of Construction 2.1 in which the number of
intersections does not decrease, where A1 is isomorphic to some Schutzen-È
 < : 1berger automaton, relative to X R , that has n intersections. Let ¨
denote some vertex of A1 that is the unique intersection of some lobe D,
and let ¨ k denote the image of ¨ 1 in A k, for all k G 1. Finally, let D have
 4colour i, for some i g 1, 2 , and put j s 3 y i. It is immediate that the
 1.automaton C ¨ , as defined in Notation 2.4, is isomorphic to the automa-i
 1 1.ton ¨ , D, ¨ .
Then, for each k, the automaton A kq1 is obtained from A k by one of
the following types of expansion:
 . ka An expansion at some intersection other than ¨ ;
 . kb An expansion at ¨ of colour j;
 . kc An expansion at ¨ of colour i.
 .  .  .We shall refer to these expansions by type a , type b , and type c ,
respectively.
LEMMA 2.10. Let A1, A 2, A 3, . . . denote a sequence of automata as
described in Notation 2.9. We then ha¨e the following results for each k G 1.
 . kq1 k  .a If A is obtained from A by an expansion of type a then
e ¨ kq1 F e ¨ k , e ¨ kq1 s e ¨ k ; .  .  .  .j j i i
 . kq1 k  .b If A is obtained from A by an expansion of type b then
e ¨ kq1 s e ¨ k ? f e ¨ k , e ¨ kq1 s e ¨ k ; .  .  .  .  . .j j i i i
- e ¨ k , .j
 . kq1 k  .c If A is obtained from A by an expansion of type c then
e ¨ kq1 se ¨ k , e ¨ kq1 s e ¨ k ? f e ¨ k .  .  .  .  . .j j i i j
- e ¨ k . .i
Proof. We shall first prove each result for k s 1. Suppose A 2 is
1  .obtained from A by an expansion of type c . Then, from Lemma 2.6, the
 2 .  1.automata C ¨ and C ¨ are isomorphic and alsoj j
e ¨ 2 s e ¨ 1 ? f e ¨ 1 .  .  . .i i j
- e ¨ 1 . .i
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 1. 1Next, from Notation 2.4, each lobe of C ¨ is also a lobe of A , andj
 2 . 2similarly each lobe of C ¨ is also a lobe of A . Thus from thej
 1.  2 .  2 .isomorphism between C ¨ and C ¨ it follows immediately that e ¨j j j
 1.  .is equal to e ¨ . The case for type b expansions is similar to that forj
 .type c expansions.
Now suppose A 2 is obtained from A1 by an expansion at y of colour l,
where y is some intersection other than ¨ 1. First, by Lemma 2.5, the lobe
 .D is contained in the underlying graph of some automaton C z , form
 .some unique intersection z of the lobe D y , where m s 3 y l. Next, byl
 .  .Lemma 2.6, the automata C z9 and C z are isomorphic, letting z9m m
2  2 .denote the image of z in A . It follows from this isomorphism that e ¨i
 1.  .  1.is equal to e ¨ . Further, if C z contains the lobe D ¨ then,i m j
 2 .  1.similarly, the idempotents e ¨ and e ¨ are equal. Otherwise, thej j
 .  1. 1.lobes D y and D ¨ are the same, hence z s ¨ and m s i, and thenl j
 2 .  1.e ¨ - e ¨ by Lemma 2.6.j j
We note that in each of the above cases the vertex ¨ 2 is the unique
 2 .  .  .intersection of the lobe D ¨ . Thus the proof of the results a , b , andi
 .c now follows by a straightforward induction argument.
Recall, as introduced after Lemma 2.8, that our induction hypothesis
states that repeated applications of Construction 2.1 terminate finitely
 < :when applied to a Schutzenberger automaton, relative to X R , that hasÈ
fewer than n intersections, for some n ) 1.
LEMMA 2.11. Let A1, A 2, A 3, . . . denote a sequence of automata as
described in Notation 2.9. Then e¨ery subsequence of successi¨ e automata
 .  .obtained by expansions in¨ol¨ ing types a and c is finite. Between successi¨ e
 .  .expansions of type b there is at least one inter¨ ening expansion of type c .
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2.10, if A kq1 is obtained from A k by
 .  kq1.  k .an expansion of type a then the automata C ¨ and C ¨ are bothi i
 k  k . k .  kq1.isomorphic to ¨ , D ¨ , ¨ . Thus it is clear that C ¨ is theni j
 k .obtained from C ¨ by the same expansion. Furthermore, both thesej
automata have precisely n y 1 intersections. Next, if A kq1 is obtained
k  .from A by an expansion of type c then, again by Lemma 2.10, the
 kq1.  k .automata C ¨ and C ¨ are isomorphic. Thus in a subsequence ofj j
 .  .successive automata obtained by expansions involving types a and c it
follows, by the induction hypothesis, that there are at most a finite number
 . kq1of automata obtained by expansions of type a . Next, if A is obtained
k  .   kq1..from A by an expansion of type c then, from Lemma 2.10, U e ¨j j
  kq1..is contained in U e ¨ and hence there can be no subsequent expan-i i
 .sion of type c . It is now clear that a subsequence of successive automata
 .  .obtained by expansions involving types a and c is finite.
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kq1 k  .Finally, suppose A is obtained from A by an expansion of type b ,
  kq1..  kq1.for some k G 1. Then, from Lemma 2.10, we have f e ¨ G e ¨ .i j
  kq1..   kq1..Thus U e ¨ is contained in U e ¨ and hence there can be noi i j j
 . kq2subsequent expansion of type b . Furthermore, if A is obtained from
kq1  .   kq2 ..  kq2 .A by an expansion of type a then f e ¨ G e ¨ and againi j
 .there can be no subsequent expansion of type b . It now follows that
 .between successive expansions of type b there must be at least one
 .intervening expansion of type c .
We now conclude the proof of Lemma 2.3 with the following.
LEMMA 2.12. E¨ery sequence A1, A 2, A 3, . . . , as described in Notation
2.9, terminates finitely in an automaton with the lower bound equality property.
Proof. First, from Lemma 2.11 there exists a subsequence consisting of
 . m qall automata reached by expansions of type b . Letting A and A denote
two successive automata in this subsequence there exists, again from
Lemma 2.11, at least one intermediate automaton that is reached by an
 . p mexpansion of type c . Let A denote the first such automaton between A
q  . mand A that is reached by an expansion of type c . Since A is reached by
 .  .an expansion of type b we have, from result b of Lemma 2.10, that
e ¨ m F f e ¨ m . .  . .j i
m p  .Next, since the intermediate automata between A and A if any are
 .  .reached by expansions of type a it follows from result a of Lemma 2.10
that
e ¨ py1 F f e ¨ py1 . .  . .j i
p  .Moreover, since A is reached by an expansion of type c we must have
f e ¨ py1 - f e ¨ py1 . .  . . .j i
Thus there exists a subsequence B1, B2, B3, . . . consisting of all au-
k  .   ky1..tomata A obtained by expansions of type c for which f e ¨ -j
  ky1.. kf e ¨ . Without loss of generality let i s 2, so j s 1. Next, let yi
1 k  k .  k .denote the image of ¨ in B and put g s e y and h s e y , for allk 1 k 2
k G 1. It is immediate, from Lemma 2.10, that
e ¨ kq1 F e ¨ k , e ¨ kq1 F e ¨ k , e ¨ kq1 U : e ¨ k U, .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 2
for all k G 1. Hence it follows that
g F g , h F h , h U : h U,kq1 k kq1 k kq1 k
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 .  .for all k G 1. Note that U h and U g are both non-empty so h s2 k 1 k kq1
 . p kh ? f h , for all k G 1. Next, for each p G 1 we have B s A fork kq1
some k ) p and then
g se ¨ ky1 , h s e ¨ ky1 ? f e ¨ ky1 .  .  . .p 1 p 2 1
- e ¨ ky1 , .2
 ky1.by Lemma 2.10. Furthermore, if p ) 1 then e ¨ F h and2 py1
 ky1.  ky1.   ky1..e ¨ U : h U. Hence we have e ¨ s h ? f e ¨ and so2 py1 2 py1 2
h s e ¨ ky1 ? f g .  .p 2 p
s h ? f e ¨ ky1 ? f g .  . .py1 2 p
s h ? f g .py1 p
- h ,py1
 .   ky1..  .  .since f g - f e ¨ by assumption. Note that f h ) f g for allp 2 py1 p
 .p ) 1. Then h s h ? f g and we have2 1 2
h s h ? f g .pq1 p pq1
s h ? f g ? f g .  .py1 p pq1
s h ? f g .py1 pq1
...
s h ? f g .1 pq1
 .for all p ) 1. Thus, putting u s f g , we have a descending chainp pq1
h u , h u , h u , . . . in S where1 1 1 2 1 3 2
u G f h u ) u , .p 1 p pq1
for all p G 1. If the subsequence B1, B2, B3, . . . terminates finitely then,
by the remarks at the beginning of this proof, the subsequence consisting
 .of all automata reached by expansions of type b is also finite. Since every
subsequence of successive automata obtained by expansions involving
 .  .types a and c is finite, by Lemma 2.11, it then follows that the original
sequence A1, A 2, A 3, . . . is also finite. Alternatively, if the subsequence
B1, B2, B3, . . . is sufficiently long enough there exists some N G 1 such
 .  .that u s f h u for all p G N, by condition ii of the definition of ap 1 p
 .  .lower bounded amalgam. That is, f g s f h for all p G N. Now letp p
N q  .  . qq1q ) N be such that B s A . Then f g s f h and so A , if itN N
q  .exists, is obtained from A by an expansion of type a and thus
e ¨ qq1 F g , e ¨ qq1 s h , .  .1 N 2 N
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  qq1..  qq1. qq2by Lemma 2.10. Hence f e ¨ G e ¨ and so A , if it exists, is2 1
qq1  .obtained from A by an expansion of type a or an expansion of type
 .c . In the former case we have
e ¨ qq2 F g , e ¨ qq2 s h , .  .1 N 2 N
  qq2 ..  qq2 .by Lemma 2.10, and thus f e ¨ G e ¨ . In the latter case we2 1
  qq1..  qq1. qq2 Nq1have, by assumption, that f e ¨ ) e ¨ . Hence A s B2 1
 .  .and f g s f h by the conditions stated above. It now follows by aNq1 Nq1
straightforward induction that A kq1 is obtained from A k by an expansion
 .  .of type a or type c for all k G q. Again the subsequence consisting of all
 .automata reached by expansions of type b is finite and thus so is the
original sequence A1, A 2, A 3, . . . .
It is automatic that if the sequence A1, A 2, A 3, . . . is finite then
the terminal automaton of the sequence has the lower bound equality
property.
3. RELATED PAIR SEPARATION
Let G be an inverse word graph over X whose lobes are isomorphic to
 < :  < :Schutzenberger graphs relative to either X R or X R . For everyÈ 1 2 2 2
 .intersection ¨ g V G , we define the set of related pairs of ¨ to be the
 .   ..   ..subset R ¨ of the direct product of V D ¨ with V D ¨ which consists1 2
 .  .  .of ¨ , ¨ and all pairs ¨ , ¨ for which there exists a path ¨ ª ¨ in D ¨1 2 1 1
 .  .  .labelled by w u , and a path ¨ ª ¨ in D ¨ labelled by w u , for some1 2 2 2
u g U. The elements of such an ordered pair will be called its coordinates.
 .Let D be a lobe of G and l , l g V G be intersections of D. Then l0 1 0
and l are separated if they are not common to the same pair of lobes of1
G. If, in addition to being separated, the related pairs of both l and l do0 1
 .not share any common coordinate vertex of D then l and l have0 1
separate related pairs. The graph G has the related pair separation property if
all separated intersections have separate related pairs. An inverse automa-
ton over X has the related pair separation property if its underlying graph
does.
  ..   ..  .If ¨ is an intersection of G and U e ¨ s U e ¨ then R ¨ defines1 1 2 2
 .  .a partial one-one mapping from D ¨ to D ¨ as follows. For u g U we1 2
have
e ¨ ? u Re ¨ in S m f e ¨ F uuy1 .  .  . .1 1 1 1 1
m f e ¨ F uuy1 . .2 2
m e ¨ F uuy1 .2 2
m e ¨ ? u Re ¨ in S . .  .2 2 2
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 .  .Thus, by Result 1.1, w u labels a path ¨ ª ¨ in D ¨ if and only if1 1 1
 .  .w u labels a path ¨ ª ¨ in D ¨ . Hence when it satisfies the state-2 2 2
 .  .ment s in the above equivalences u g U determines a related pair ¨ , ¨1 2
 .  .of the intersection ¨. To show that the partial map from D ¨ to D ¨ is1 2
 .well-defined we first have, for any related pair ¨ , ¨ ,1 2
¨ s ¨ m e ¨ ? u s e ¨ .  .1 1 1
m f e ¨ ? u s f e ¨ .  . .  .1 1
m f e ¨ ? u s f e ¨ .  . .  .2 2
m e ¨ ? u s e ¨ .  .2 2
m ¨ s ¨ .2
 .So ¨ is only a coordinate of the related pair ¨ , ¨ . Next we show that if
 .  .w u and w u9 label paths from ¨ in D then these paths have the same1 1 1
 .terminal vertex if and only if the paths from ¨ in D labelled by w u and2 2
 .w u9 have the same terminal vertex. For u, u9 g U we have2
e ¨ ? u s e ¨ ? u9 Re ¨ in S .  .  .1 1 1 1
m e ¨ F uuy1 , u9u9y1 , uu9y1 , u9uy1 .1 1
m f e ¨ F uuy1 , u9u9y1 , uu9y1 , u9uy1 . .1 1
m f e ¨ F uuy1 , u9u9y1 , uu9y1 , u9uy1 . .2 2
m e ¨ F uuy1 , u9u9y1 , uu9y1 , u9uy1 .2 2
m e ¨ ? u s e ¨ ? u9 Re ¨ in S , .  .  .2 2 2 2
 4  . y1 y1since, for i g 1, 2 , e ¨ F uu9 , u9u impliesi i
e ¨ ? u9 s e ¨ ? uu9y1 u9 .  .  .i i
s e ¨ ? u u9y1 u9 uy1 u .  .  .i
s e ¨ ? uu9y1 u9uy1 u .  .  .i
s e ¨ ? u9uy1 u .  .i
s e ¨ ? u. .i
It is now clear that a vertex of either D or D is the coordinate of at most1 2
 .one related pair of ¨ and thus R ¨ defines a partial one-one mapping
 .  .  .from D ¨ to D ¨ . The equivalence on G generated by R ¨ thus1 2
identifies the two coordinates of each related pair without identifying any
two vertices from the same lobe.
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FIGURE 3.1.
Figure 3.1 depicts a situation with three lobes M , M , and M ,1 0 2
coloured respectively by 2, 1, and 2, where vertices l and l are separate1 0
intersections that do not have separate related pairs. Since the Schutzen-È
 < :berger graph M is closed relative to X R there is also a path from l0 1 1 0
 y1 .to l labelled by w u9u . Conversely, let G be a graph that has the1 1
 .lower bound equality property and such that for some u g U, w u labelsi
a path between separate intersections l and l of a lobe M , coloured by0 1 0
i. Let M and M be the lobes coloured by j s 3 y i and adjacent to M1 2 0
that contain the intersections l and l , respectively. Figure 3.2 illustrates0 1
  ..   ..   ..   ..this situation. Then U e l s U e l and U e l s U e l1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 2 0
 .and so, in view of the equivalences above, w u labels a path from l inj 1
 y1 .M and w u labels a path from l in M . The separate intersections2 j 0 1
l and l therefore do not have separate related pairs. Hence, for graphs0 1
with the lower bound equality property, the property that two separate
intersections do not have separate related pairs is equivalent to there
 .being a path between them labelled by w u , for some u g U and somei
 4i g 1, 2 .
FIGURE 3.2.
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 .Construction 3.3. Let A s a , G, b be isomorphic to some Schutzen-È
 < :berger automaton, relative to X R , that has the lower bound equality
property. Let l and l be separate intersections of a lobe M in G,0 1 0
coloured by i, that do not have separate related pairs. Then there exists a
 .path from l to l labelled by w u , for some u g U. Let M and M be1 0 i 1 2
the lobes coloured by j s 3 y i and adjacent to M that contain the0
intersections l and l , respectively. Without loss of generality let lobe0 1
M have colour 1. So i s 1, lobes M and M have colour 2, and there is a0 1 2
 .  .path l ª l labelled by w u , for some vertex l g V M . Since G has1 2 2 2 2
 .the lower bound equality property the set R l defines a partial one-one1
mapping from the vertices of M to those of M and hence l is distinct0 2 2
from l . The situation is pictured in Fig. 3.4.1
Form the graph G* by disconnecting G at the vertex l , replacing l by1 1
 .  .l 0 and l 2 in M and M respectively; formally, G is the quotient of1 1 0 2
  .  ..4G* under the equivalence generated by l 0 , l 2 . Let T denote the1 1 0
 .component of G* which contains the vertex l 0 , and let T denote the1 2
 .component of G* which contains the vertex l 2 . Figure 3.5 illustrates the1
graph G*.
 .  .Now put B s l , T , l = l , T , l . The components T and T0 0 0 2 2 2 0 2
are also cactoid inverse word graphs over X whose lobes are isomorphic
copies of corresponding lobes in G. The union of the images of M and M1 2
forms a lobe in B that, by Result 1.4, is an approximate graph relative to
 < :X R . Then B is a cactoid inverse automaton over X whose lobes are2 2
 < :  < :approximate graphs, relative to either X R or X R . Next, by1 1 2 2
Result 1.11 and the following comments we obtain, by repeated applica-
tions of Construction 1.10, a rooted Schutzenberger automaton which isÈ
 < :closed relative to X R . Then, by Result 2.2 and Result 2.3 we obtain, by
repeated applications of Construction 2.1, a rooted Schutzenberger au-È
 .  < :tomaton B9 s l9, G9, l9 which is closed relative to X R and has the
lower bound equality property. If a / l , let a 9 denote its natural image1
FIGURE 3.4.
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FIGURE 3.5.
in G9. Otherwise a s l ; in this case let a 9 denote the natural image of1
 .l 0 in G9. If b / l , let b9 denote its natural image in G9. Otherwise1 1
 .b s l , and we let b9 denote the natural image of l 0 in G9. Finally, put1 1
 .A9 s a 9, G9, b9 . If M has colour 2 then the above construction is0
defined in the obvious analogous manner.
 y1 .q  .LEMMA 3.6. Let w g X j X and A s a , G, b be isomorphic to
 < :some Schutzenberger automaton, relati¨ e to X R , that approximatesÈ
 .A X, R j W, wt and has the lower bound equality property. If A9 is an
automaton obtained from A by an application of Construction 3.3 then it is
 < :also isomorphic to a Schutzenberger automaton, relati¨ e to X R , that hasÈ
 .the lower bound equality property and approximates A X, R j W, wt .
Proof. First, if A9 is an automaton obtained from A by an application
of Construction 3.3 then it is a finite-lobe cactoid inverse word graph over
X whose lobes are isomorphic to Schutzenberger graphs relative to eitherÈ
 < :  < :X R or X R . Further, it is isomorphic to a Schutzenberger au-È1 1 2 2
 < :tomaton, relative to X R , and has the lower bound equality property by
construction. We need only prove the final statement of the lemma.
 .  y1 .qLet A ( A X, R, w9h , where w9 g X j X . Then, for precisely the
same reasons as in Lemma 2.2, we may assume that w9 s w. Let l and l0 1
be separate intersections of a lobe M in G, coloured by i, that do not0
have separate related pairs. Let M and M be the lobes coloured by1 2
j s 3 y i and adjacent to M that contain the intersections l and l ,0 0 1
respectively. Without loss of generality let lobe M have colour 1. Let0
 .  .w u label a path from l to l , for some u g U. So w u labels a1 1 0 2
path l ª l in M , for some l g M . Then form the graph G*,1 2 2 2 2
 .  .with components T and T , and automata B s l , T , l = l , T , l ,0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2
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 .  .B9 s l9, G9, l9 , and A9 s a 9, G9, b9 , as defined in Construction 3.3.
The components T and T are cactoid inverse word graphs over X0 2
whose lobes are isomorphic copies of Schutzenberger graphs, relative toÈ
 < :  < :   .  ..  .either X R or X R . Hence l 0 , T , l 0 ( A X, R, y h and1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0
  .  ..  .  y1 .ql 2 , T , l 2 ( A X, R, y h , for some y , y g X j X . We1 2 1 2 0 2
 .  .y1note that from Result 1.1 we have y h F w u w u h and y h F0 1 1 2
 .  .y1 y1 y1  .w u w u h. Therefore y t F uu and y t F uu . Then l , T , l2 2 0 2 0 0 0
  .y 1  . .  . § A X , R , w u y w u h and l , T , l § A X , R ,1 0 1 2 2 2
 .y1  . .  .w u y w u h by applying Result 1.3. Thus B § A X, R, w*h2 2 2
 .y1  .  .y1  .where w* s w u y w u w u y w u , by Result 1.4. We also have1 0 1 2 2 2
 .  .B9 § A X, R, w*h by Result 1.11. Hence B9 § A X, R j W, w*t ,
where w*t is equal to uy1 ? y t ? uuy1 ? y t ? u.0 2
 y1 .q  .If a / l , let y g X j X label a path a ª l 0 in T or a path1 3 1 0
 .a ª l 2 in T , whichever is possible. Otherwise a s l , and we let1 2 1
 y1 .q  .  .y g X j X label a path l 0 ª l 0 in T . If b / l , let y g3 1 1 0 1 4
 y1 .q  .  .X j X label a path l 0 ª b in T or a path l 2 ª b in T ,1 0 1 2
 y1 .qwhichever is possible. Otherwise b s l , then let y g X j X label a1 4
 .  . y1 y1path l 0 ª l 0 in T . First we note, by Result 1.1, that ww h F y y h1 1 0 3 3
and wy1 wh F yy1 y h. Hence we have wwy1t F y yy1t and wy1 wt F4 4 3 3
y1  .y y t . Then, by construction and Result 1.3, l , G, l is isomorphic to4 4 1 1
 y1 y1 .A X, R, y wy h . Now3 4
l , G , l ( l 0 , T , l 0 = l 2 , T , l 2 § A X , R , y y h . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 2
Hence we therefore have yy1 wyy1h s y y h. At least one of the words3 4 0 2
 .  .y w u , y w u labels a path a 9 ª l9 in B9. Also, at least one of the3 1 3 2
 .y1  .y1words w u y , w u y labels a path l9 ª b9 in B9. Then, by Result1 4 2 4
 y1 .1.3, we have A9 § A X, R j W, y t ? u ? w*t ? u ? y t . Finally,3 4
y t ? u ? w*t ? uy1 ? y t s y t ? uuy1 ? y t ? uuy1 ? y t ? uuy1 ? y t3 4 3 0 2 4
s y t ? y t ? y t ? y t3 0 2 4
s y t ? yy1 wyy1t ? y t3 3 4 4
s y yy1 wyy1 y t3 3 4 4
s wwy1 y yy1 wwy1 wyy1 y t3 3 4 4
s wt .
 .Thus A9 § A X, R j W, wt as required.
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 y1 .q  .Let w g X j X and A s a , G, b be isomorphic to some
 < :Schutzenberger automaton, relative to X R , that approximatesÈ
 .A X, R j W, wt and has the lower bound equality property. If A9 is an
automaton obtained from A by an application of Construction 3.3 then it
has at least one fewer lobes than A. Thus the construction can only be
applied a finite number of times. Therefore, repeated applications of
Construction 3.3 will terminate, within finitely many steps, in an automa-
ton which, by Lemma 3.6, is isomorphic to a Schutzenberger automaton,È
 < :relative to X R , that has the lower bound equality property and approxi-
 .mates A X, R j W, wt . Now, an application of Construction 3.3 requires
the existence of two separate intersections that do not have separate
related pairs. Thus the terminal automaton must also have the related pair
separation property.
4. ADJACENT LOBE ASSIMILATION
Let G be an inverse word graph over X whose lobes are isomorphic to
 < :  < :Schutzenberger graphs relative to either X R or X R . LetD andÈ 1 1 2 2
D9 be adjacent lobes in G with common intersection vertex ¨ . We say that
 .¨ has identified related pairs if every related pair of ¨ is of the form ¨ 9, ¨ 9
for some common intersection ¨ 9 of D and D9. If, in addition, every
intersection common to D and D9 is the coordinate of some related pair of
¨ then we say that D and D9 are assimilated by ¨ . The graph G has the
adjacent lobe assimilation property if any two adjacent lobes are assimilated
by a common intersection. An inverse automaton over X has the adjacent
lobe assimilation property if its underlying graph does.
Let G be an inverse word graph over X whose lobes are isomorphic to
 < :  < :Schutzenberger graphs relative to either X R or X R . Let ¨ be anÈ 1 1 2 2
 .  .intersection vertex. Suppose ¨ assimilates the lobes D ¨ and D ¨ and1 2
 .  .¨ 9 is also an intersection vertex common to both D ¨ and D ¨ . Then1 2
 .  .¨ 9, ¨ 9 is a related pair of ¨ and so there exist paths ¨ ª ¨ 9 in D ¨ and1
 .  .  .D ¨ labelled respectively by w u and w u , for some u g U. Since2 1 2
 y1 .  y1 .  .  .w u and w u label paths ¨ 9 ª ¨ in D ¨ and D ¨ , respectively,1 2 1 2
 .¨ , ¨ is a related pair of ¨ 9. Recall that a Schutzenberger graph is closed,È
 .so if there exists a path ¨ ª ¨ 9 labelled by w u , and a path ¨ 9 ª ¨ 01
 .  .labelled by w u9 , for some vertices ¨ , ¨ 9 g D ¨ and u, u9 g U, then1 1
 .there exists a path ¨ ª ¨ 0 labelled by w uu9 . It is now apparent that1
every related pair of ¨ 9 is also a related pair of ¨ , and vice versa. Thus we
can conclude that if two adjacent lobes are assimilated by a common
intersection vertex then they are assimilated by every common intersection
  ..vertex. We now show that if the lobes are assimilated then U e ¨ s1 1
  ..   ..   ..   ..U e ¨ implies U e ¨ 9 s U e ¨ 9 . Thus suppose U e ¨ s2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
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  ..  . y1  .  . y1U e ¨ . By Result 1.3 we have e ¨ 9 s u ? e ¨ ? u and e ¨ 9 s u ?2 2 1 1 2
 .e ¨ ? u. Next,2
e ¨ 9 ? uy1 ? f e ¨ ? u s uy1 ? e ¨ ? uuy1 ? f e ¨ ? u .  .  .  . .  .i i i i
s uy1 ? e ¨ ? f e ¨ ? u .  . .i i
s uy1 ? e ¨ ? u .i
s e ¨ 9 . .i
y1   ..   ..   ..So u ? f e ¨ ? u g U e ¨ 9 . Now suppose w g U e ¨ 9 . Theni i i i i
uy1 ? e ¨ ? u F w « e ¨ ? uwuy1 s e ¨ .  .  .i i i i
« f e ¨ F uwuy1 . .i i
« uy1 ? f e ¨ ? u F uy1 uwuy1 u . .i i
« uy1 ? f e ¨ ? u F w. . .i i
  .. y1   ..   ..   ..It follows that f e ¨ 9 s u ? f e ¨ ? u. Next, since f e ¨ s f e ¨ ,i i 1 2
we have
f e ¨ 9 s uy1 ? f e ¨ ? u .  . .  .1 1
s uy1 ? f e ¨ ? u . .2
s f e ¨ 9 , . .2
  ..   ..and therefore U e ¨ 9 s U e ¨ 9 . We note that if G has the adjacent1 1 2 2
lobe assimilation property then it is immediate that it must also have the
related pair separation property.
Now let G have the lower bound equality property and the related pair
separation property. Let ¨ be an intersection vertex and suppose that it is
 .  .  .the only intersection common to the lobes D ¨ and D ¨ . Let ¨ , ¨ be1 2 1 2
 .  .a related pair of ¨ with w u and w u labelling paths ¨ ª ¨ and1 2 1
 .  .  .¨ ª ¨ in D ¨ and D ¨ , respectively, for some u g U. Put w u s2 1 2 1
 y1 .qy ??? y g X j X , and perform an elementary expansion relative1 n 1 1
 < :to X R j W , as defined in the Introduction, by adjoining the linear
 .automaton of w u to G, identifying its initial root with ¨ and its terminal1
root with ¨ . The situation is pictured in Fig. 4.1, with inverse edges not2
depicted for simplification.
Then perform a sequence of elementary determinations, as defined in
the Introduction, by identifying the terminal vertices of the two edges
labelled by y , for 1 - i F n. Let G9 denote the resulting graph. Neither ¨i 1
nor ¨ can be intersections in G since G has the related pair separation2
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FIGURE 4.1.
 .  .property. The images of the lobes D ¨ and D ¨ are thus lobes of G91 2
 .  .and isomorphic copies of D ¨ and D ¨ , respectively. We shall denote1 2
 .  .these images by D ¨ and D ¨ also. We shall also denote the image of ¨1 2
in G9 by ¨ for convenience. The vertices ¨ and ¨ have been identified1 2
 .  .and we shall denote their image by ¨ 9. The lobes D ¨ and D ¨ now1 2
have two common intersections as pictured in Fig. 4.2.
  ..Using arguments similar to those above one can show that U e ¨ 9 s1 1
  ..U e ¨ 9 . Thus it is apparent that G9 also has the lower bound equality2 2
property. The related pair separation property is preserved trivially. The
above operation is equivalent to taking the quotient of G by the equiva-
 .lence generated by ¨ , ¨ . We can extend this operation by taking the1 2
 .quotient of G by the equivalence generated by R ¨ , the set of all related
  ..   ..  .pairs. Since U e ¨ s U e ¨ , the set R ¨ defines a partial one-one1 1 2 2
 .  .map between the vertices of D ¨ and D ¨ . In the quotient graph G91 2
 .  .obtained the images of D ¨ and D ¨ are again lobes and isomorphic1 2
 .  .copies of D ¨ and D ¨ , respectively. We shall denote these images by1 2
 .  .D ¨ and D ¨ also. We shall also denote the images of ¨ in G9 by ¨ for1 2
convenience. The lower bound equality property is preserved as before.
The vertex ¨ now has identified related pairs and every intersection
FIGURE 4.2.
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 .  .common to D ¨ and D ¨ is a coordinate of some related pair of ¨ .1 2
 .  .Thus D ¨ and D ¨ are assimilated by ¨ . We note, using the results of1 2
w x  .  .  .19 , that if a , b g V G and a , G, b § A X, R j W, wt , for some
 y1 .q  .  .w g X j X , then we also have a 9, G9, b9 § A X, R j W, wt ,
where a 9 and b9 denote the respective images of a and b in G9.
 < :If G is isomorphic to some Schutzenberger graph, relative to X R ,È
then adjacent lobes in G have precisely one common intersection. If G also
has the lower bound equality property and the related pair separation
property, then we assimilate any two adjacent lobes by taking the quotient
 .under the equivalence generated by R ¨ , where ¨ denotes the unique
intersection common to the lobes. The graph obtained from G by simulta-
neously assimilating every pair of adjacent lobes will be called the assimi-
lated form of G. The assimilated form also has the lower bound equality
and related pair separation properties. Since assimilation does not affect
the adjacency of the lobes, a lobe path is reduced in G if and only it is
reduced in its assimilated form. The above ideas motivate a new graph
definition.
Let G be an inverse word graph over X whose lobes are isomorphic to
 < :  < :Schutzenberger graphs relative to either X R or X R . Then theÈ 1 1 2 2
graph G is opuntoid if:
 .i it has the lower bound equality property;
 .ii it has the adjacent lobe assimilation property;
 .iii it has no non-trivial reduced lobe loops.
A sub-opuntoid subgraph of an opuntoid graph G is a connected subgraph
of G formed by a collection of its lobes. Thus a sub-opuntoid subgraph is
again opuntoid. An inverse automaton over X is opuntoid if its underlying
 .graph is. A sub-opuntoid automaton of an opuntoid automaton a , G, b is
 .an automaton a , G9, b where G9 is a sub-opuntoid subgraph of G,
containing the roots a and b. The word opuntoid was chosen in view of
the cactus genus Opuntia, pronounced o-pun-chia. The Opuntia cactus,
found in the Americas, has many fleshy circular flattened branches that
w xform a tree-like structure. See Perry 18 for photographs.
If an opuntoid graph G9 has a finite number of lobes then it is not too
 .difficult to see that it is the assimilated form of some possibly many
 .  < :Schutzenberger graph s relative to X R . This can be shown as follows.È
For each pair of adjacent lobes choose a common intersection; every
intersection assimilates the two lobes that it is common to. Then, taking
disjoint isomorphic copies of all the lobes, form the graph consisting of
their union. If D and D9 are adjacent lobes in G, with chosen common
intersection ¨ , then connect the isomorphic copies of D and D9 by
identifying the corresponding images of ¨ . The resulting graph G is clearly
 < :a Schutzenberger graph, relative to X R , that has the lower boundÈ
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equality property and the related pair separation property by construction.
It is also clear that the assimilated form of G is the graph G9. The
following lemma is immediate from the above discussion.
 y1 .qLEMMA 4.3. Let w g X j X and A be isomorphic to some
 < : Schutzenberger automaton, relati¨ e to X R , that approximates A X, R jÈ
.W, wt . Suppose A has the lower bound equality property and the related pair
separation property. Then the assimilated form of A is an opuntoid automaton
 .that also approximates A X, R j W, wt .
5. COMPLETE OPUNTOID GRAPHS
 .Let G be an opuntoid graph. Let ¨ g V G be a vertex belonging to a
 4lobe coloured by i g 1, 2 . Then ¨ is a bud of G if it is not an intersection
  ..and U e ¨ / B. The opuntoid graph G is complete if it has no buds. Ani i
opuntoid automaton is complete if its underlying graph is.
 .Construction 5.1. Let A s a , G, b be an opuntoid automaton. Sup-
 .pose A is not complete and let ¨ g V G be a bud. So ¨ is not an
 4   ..intersection, belonging to a lobe D coloured by i g 1, 2 , with U e ¨ /i i
 .  .  .B. From the automaton B s ¨*, G*, ¨* s ¨ , G, ¨ = A X , R , f , wherej j
  ..  .j s 3 y i and f s f e ¨ . The images of D and SG X , R , f are theni j j
lobes of the automaton B with a unique common intersection ¨*. Let
 .B9 s ¨ 9, G9, ¨ 9 denote the quotient of B under the equivalence gener-
 .  .ated by R ¨* . Finally, put A9 s a 9, G9, b9 , where a 9 and b9 denote the
respective images of a and b in G9.
 y1 .q  .LEMMA 5.2. Let w g X j X and A s a , G, b be an opuntoid
 .automaton that approximates A X, R j W, wt . Suppose A is not complete.
If A9 is an automaton obtained from A by an application of Construction 5.1,
 .then it is also an opuntoid automaton that approximates A X, R j W, wt .
Proof. The opuntoid properties of A9 are guaranteed by Construction
 .5.1. We need only prove the final statement of the lemma. Let ¨ g V G
 4   ..be a bud, belonging to a lobe D of colour i g 1, 2 , with U e ¨ / B.i i
 .  .  .Form the automata B s ¨ , G, ¨ = A X , R , f and B9 s ¨ 9, G9, ¨ 9 , asj j
  ..defined in Construction 5.1, where j s 3 y i and f s f e ¨ . Let y labeli 1
a path ¨ ª a and y label a path b ª ¨ in G. Since A approximates2
 .  .A X, R j W, wt its language is contained in that of A X, R j W, wt .
Hence we may conclude, applying Result 1.1, that wwy1t F yy1 y t and1 1
y1 y1  . w wt F y y t . Then, by Result 1.3, we have ¨ , G, ¨ § A X, R j2 2
.  .W, y wy t . In a similar manner y wy t F e ¨ F f and, applying Result1 2 1 2 i
 .  .1.4, B § A X, R j W, y wy t ? f . Thus B9 § A X, R j W, y wy t ? f ,1 2 1 2
as assimilation preserves the approximate graph property. Let a 9
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and b9 denote the respective images of a and b in G. Applying Result
 .  .1.3 once more we have A9 s a 9, G9, b9 § A X, R j W, g , where g s
yy1 y wy t ? f ? yy1t . Finally1 1 2 2
g s yy1 y wy t ? f ? yy1t1 1 2 2
s yy1 y wy t ? yy1t1 1 2 2
s yy1 y wy yy1t1 1 2 2
s wwy1 yy1 y wwy1 wy yy1t1 1 2 2
s wt .
 .Thus A9 § A X, R j W, wt as required.
Let A be a complete opuntoid automaton that approximates A X, R j
.  y1 .qW, wt , for some w g X j X . So no application of Construction 5.1
can be applied to A. Then, since the lobes of A are isomorphic to
 < :  < :Schutzenberger graphs relative to either X R or X R , the au-È 1 1 2 2
 < :tomaton is closed relative to the presentation X R . If A is not closed
 < :relative to X R j W it must be possible to perform an elementary
 < :expansion relative to X R . Suppose there is a path from vertices ¨ to ¨ 9
 .  4in A labelled by w u , for some i g 1, 2 and u g U, and no path from ¨i
 .to ¨ 9 labelled by w u , where j s 3 y i. If ¨ were an intersection then wej
  ..   ..  .would have U e ¨ s U e ¨ and hence, by earlier remarks, w u1 1 2 2 1
 .labels a path from ¨ if and only if w u labels a path from ¨ . Hence ¨ is2
 . y1   ..not an intersection. Since e ¨ F uu , we have U e ¨ / B implyingi i i i
that ¨ is a bud. We obtain a contradiction. Thus A is also closed relative
 < :to the presentation X R j W .
 y1 .qLEMMA 5.3. Let w g X j X and suppose A is an opuntoid au-
 .tomaton that approximates A X, R j W, wt . If A is complete then it is
 .isomorphic to A X, R j W, wt .
Proof. The above workings show that if A is complete then it is closed
 < :  .relative to the presentation X R j W . Then A ( A X, R j W, wt , by
Result 1.7.
 .Let A s a , G, b be an opuntoid automaton. Suppose A is not com-
 .plete. Let A9 s a 9, G9, b9 be an opuntoid automaton obtained from A
by an application of Construction 5.1. We then have a natural embedding
of G into G9, and thus an embedding of A into A9. We may treat G as a
sub-opuntoid subgraph of G9, and A as a sub-opuntoid automaton of A9.
Thus repeated applications of Construction 5.1 determine a sequence
A ; A9 ; A0 . . . of opuntoid automata. We have a directed system A in
the category of all inverse automata over X ; all the homomorphisms are
defined by inclusion. Directed systems in this category have direct limits,
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as stated in the Introduction, and it is straightforward to verify using the
standard commutative diagrams that
`
klim A s A .D6
ks1
Each application of Construction 5.1 does not affect each pair of existing
lobes and the intersections common to them. Thus, it is clear that if one of
the opuntoid conditions failed for the direct limit then it would have to fail
in one of the automata in the above sequence, and this cannot happen by
Lemma 5.2. The direct limit is therefore a complete opuntoid automaton.
Suppose A approximates some Schutzenberger automaton relative toÈ
 < :X R j W . Then, by Lemma 5.1, each automaton in the sequence also
approximates this Schutzenberger automaton. Since the language of theÈ
direct limit is given by
`
kw xL limA s L A ,D6
ks1
the direct limit must also approximate this Schutzenberger automaton also.È
In view of Lemma 5.3 we may now state the following result.
 < :LEMMA 5.4. The Schutzenberger automata relati¨ e to X R j W areÈ
complete opuntoid automata.
6. PARASITES AND HOSTS
Let G be an opuntoid graph. Let D and D9 be adjacent lobes in G,
 4coloured respectively by i g 1, 2 and j s 3 y i. We say that D9 feeds off
D, written D ª D9, if the lobes have a common intersection ¨ for which
  ..  .   ..   ..the equation f e ¨ s e ¨ holds; the set U e ¨ s U e ¨ is as-i j i i j j
sumed to be non-empty. We note that if ¨ 9 is another intersection
common to D and D9 then, by the arguments at the beginning of the
 . y1  .   .. y1   ..previous section, e ¨ 9 s u ? e ¨ ? u and f e ¨ 9 s u ? f e ¨ ? uj j i i
  ..  .for some u g U. Thus f e ¨ 9 s e ¨ 9 . Hence if the above equationi j
holds for some common intersection ¨ then it must also hold for every
common intersection of D and D9. Let M and M9 be two lobes of G and
let M s D1, D2, . . . , Dny1, Dn s M9, denote the unique reduced lobe path
from M to M9. Then if Di ª Diq1 for all i s 1, . . . , n y 1, we also say that
M9 feeds off M.
A lobe of G is called extremal if it is adjacent to precisely one other
lobe. Let G9 be a sub-opuntoid subgraph of G. We say that a lobe of G
that belongs to G9 is an internal lobe of G9, and an external lobe otherwise.
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An internal lobe D9 that is adjacent to precisely one other internal lobe D
is called a parasite of G9 if D9 feeds off D. The sub-opuntoid subgraph G9
is parasite-free if it has no parasites.
A sub-opuntoid subgraph of G is a host if:
 .i it has a finite number of lobes;
 .ii it is parasite-free;
 .iii every external lobe feeds off some internal lobe.
A host of an opuntoid automaton is a host of its underlying graph. In loose
terms the host, if it exists, is the part of the opuntoid graph from which
everything else feeds off.
Before completing the construction of the Schutzenberger automata,È
 < :relative to the presentation X R j W , we establish some elementary
 .results about hosts. Recall that the lobe graph T G of an inverse word
graph G over X is defined to be the graph whose vertices are the lobes of
G and whose edges correspond to adjacency of lobes. Since there are no
non-trivial reduced lobe loops it follows that the lobe graph of any
opuntoid graph is a tree. We note that a finite tree, with more than vertex,
 .  .has at least two extremal vertices, that is, it has at least two vertices
each of which is the initial or terminal vertex of exactly one edge. Thus a
 .finite-lobe opuntoid graph, with more than one lobe, has at least two
extremal lobes.
LEMMA 6.1. E¨ery finite-lobe opuntoid graph has a host.
Proof. Let G be a finite-lobe opuntoid graph. If G is parasite-free then
it is a host of itself. Otherwise, there exists an extremal lobe D which is
1  4also a parasite. Then the subgraph G s G _ D formed by removing all
the edges of D and all the vertices not common to some adjacent lobe, is
also a sub-opuntoid subgraph of G. Clearly, we can obtain a sequence
G1, G2, G3, . . . of sub-opuntoid subgraphs of G by successively removing
parasites. Since G is finite-lobe, the sequence terminates finitely in a
sub-opuntoid subgraph G n that is parasite-free and also finite-lobe. We
shall show that G n is a host of G. We only need to show that every lobe
external to G n feeds off some internal lobe. Thus, let M9 be a lobe
external to G n. Then for any internal lobe M of G n there exists a unique
reduced lobe path M s D1, D2, . . . , Dm s M9 from M to M9, for some
n G 2. Let M be such that it is the only lobe of G n in the above reduced
lobe path. Next, M9 is a parasite of some sub-opuntoid subgraph G j, for
some j - m, otherwise it could not have been removed. Since G j contains
M and M9 it must contain the unique reduced lobe path between them.
Because M9 is a parasite of G j and adjacent to Dmy 1 we must have
Dmy 1 ª M9. The only condition imposed on M9 was that it was an
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external lobe to the sub-opuntoid subgraph G n. The above argument can
be applied to each of the Dk, for 2 F k F n y 1, and we obtain Dk ª Dkq1
for 1 F k F n y 1. Thus M9 feeds off M as required.
LEMMA 6.2. Let G be an opuntoid graph. Then a host of G is a maximal
parasite-free sub-opuntoid subgraph. If G has more than one host, then e¨ery
host is a lobe of G. In addition, the unique reduced lobe path between any two
hosts consists entirely of lobes that are hosts.
Proof. Let S be a host of G and let G9 be a finite-lobe sub-opuntoid
 .subgraph of G that properly contains S. Hence T S is a proper subtree of
 .  .T G9 . Since T G9 is a finite tree with more than one vertex, G9 contains
 .at least two extremal lobes. If every extremal vertex of T G9 was a vertex
 .  .of T S then it would follow, by elementary properties of trees, that T G9
 .was a subtree of T S . Hence there exists at least one extremal lobe M9 of
G9 that is not a lobe of S. The lobe M9 must, by the definition of a host,
feed off some lobe M of S. Thus there exists a reduced lobe path
M s D1,D2, . . . , Dn s M9 where Di ª Diq1, for 1 F i F n y 1. Since G9
contains M and M9 it must contain the unique reduced lobe path between
them. Then Dny1. ª Dn. s M9 implies that G9 is not parasite-free. Thus
S is a maximal parasite-free sub-opuntoid subgraph.
Now suppose S and S9 are two hosts of G. Let S0 denote the minimal
sub-opuntoid subgraph containing S and S9. Thus S0 is the union of S
 .and S9 with some possibly empty lobe path p connecting some lobe of S
to some lobe of S9. When non-empty we choose p such that it is reduced
and contains at most one lobe of S and at most lobe of S9. Since S and
S9 are both maximal parasite-free sub-opuntoid subgraphs, neither is a
subgraph of the other. Then S0 properly contains both S and S9 and
therefore must have parasites. Let M9 denote some such parasite and let
M denote the unique lobe in S0 adjacent to it. Since S0 is minimal the
extremal lobe M9 must belong to S j S9. Suppose M9 is a lobe of S.
Then, since S is parasite-free, M cannot be a lobe of S and hence
 .S s M9 by connectedness. Since T S0 is a finite tree with more than one
vertex, S0 contains at least two extremal lobes. Thus let N9 denote some
such extremal lobe other than M9 and let N denote the unique lobe in S0
adjacent to it. Since S0 is minimal the lobe N9 must belong to S9. Then
N9 must, by the definition of a host, feed off M9 and so there exists a
reduced lobe path M9 s D1, D2, . . . , Dn s N9 where Di ª Diq1, for 1 F i F
n y 1. Since S0 contains M9 and N9 it must contain the above lobe path.
Thus Dny1 s N and so N ª N9. Next, since S is parasite-free, N cannot
be a lobe of S9. Hence S9 s N9 by connectedness and p is the above
reduced lobe path from M9 to N9. To complete the proof of Theorem 6.2
we show that each lobe in the lobe path p is also a host. Since S9 is a host,
S feeds off S9 and so Diq1 ª Di for 1 F i F n y 1. Choose a k g
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 4 k2, . . . , n y 1 and let D be a lobe external to D . If D is a lobe in the
above reduced lobe path then it certainly feeds off Dk. Suppose D is
external to the above reduced lobe path. Then D feeds off S, since S is a
host, and hence there exists a unique reduced lobe path of the form
S s D1, D2, . . . , Dq, M 1, M 2, . . . , M m s D from M9 to D, for some q g
 4 q 1 i iq11, . . . , n and some m G 1, where D ª M and M ª M , for 1 F i F
m y 1. The unique reduced lobe path from Dk to D is then given by
Dk , Dky 1, . . . , Dq , M 1, . . . , M m s D when q - k , Dk , Dkq 1,
. . . ,Dq, M 1, . . . , M m s D when q ) k, and Dq, M 1, . . . , M m s D when k9
s k. In all cases D feeds off Dk, and hence Dk is a host of G. Thus every
lobe in p is a host of G.
We return to the construction of the Schutzenberger automata relativeÈ
 < :to X R j W .
LEMMA 6.3. Let A be an opuntoid automaton with a finite number of
lobes. Let S be a host of A and suppose A is not complete. If A9 is obtained
from A by an application of Construction 5.1 then S is also a host of A9.
 .Proof. Let ¨ g V G be a bud, belonging to a lobe D coloured by
 4   ..  .  .i g 1, 2 , with U e ¨ / B. From the automata ¨*, G*, ¨* s ¨ , G, ¨i i
 .  .  .= A X , R , f , B9 s ¨ 9, G9, ¨ 9 and A9 s a 9, G9, b9 , as defined inj j
  ..Construction 5.1, where j s 3 y i and f s f e ¨ . We shall treat G andi
 .S as sub-opuntoid subgraphs of G9. The graphs D and SG X , R , f arej j
embedded in both G* and G9. They are also lobes in both G* and G9.
 .Therefore we shall denote their respective images by D and SG X , R , f .j j
 .  .  .   ..  .We then have e ¨* s e ¨ , e ¨* s f and f e ¨* s e ¨* . Thereforei i j i j
 .   ..  .in G* we have D ª SG X , R , f . Next, f e ¨ 9 s e ¨ 9 and againj j i j
 .  .D ª SG X , R , f in G9. The lobe SG X , R , f feeds off D. Hence, if Dj j j j
 .belongs to S then SG X , R , f feeds off some internal lobe of S. If D isj j
external to S, then, since it feeds off some internal lobe of S, the lobe
 .SG X , R , f also feeds off some internal lobe of S. Thus S is also a hostj j
of G9.
Let A be an opuntoid automaton with a finite number of lobes and S a
host of A. Next let A ; A9 ; A0 . . . be the sequence of opuntoid au-
tomata obtained from A by repeated applications of Construction 5.1.
Then, by 6.3, S is a host of every automaton in this sequence. We have a
directed system A determined by this sequence. As before, the direct limit
of this directed system is given by
`
klim A s A .D6
ks1
Let D be a lobe of the direct limit. Then, for some k, there exists an
automaton A k in the above sequence that contains D. Since S is a host of
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A k, by Lemma 6.3, D feeds off some internal lobe of S. It is thus clear that
every lobe of the direct limit feeds off S and it is therefore a host of the
 < :direct limit. The Schutzenberger automata relative to X R j W areÈ
hence complete opuntoid automata that possess a host. We have proved
half of the following theorem.
 <THEOREM 6.4. The Schutzenberger automata of S ) S relati¨ e to XÈ 1 U 2
:  .R j W are, up to isomorphism, precisely a trans¨ ersal of the complete
opuntoid automata that possess a host.
Before completing the proof of Theorem 6.4 we require the following
lemma.
LEMMA 6.5. Let G be a complete opuntoid graph with host S. Let G9 be
 .a sub-opuntoid subgraph of G that contains S, and let g g V S . If G9 is
complete then it is equal to G. If G9 is not complete, then any automaton
 .obtained from the sub-opuntoid automaton g , G9, g by an application of
 .Construction 5.1 is again a sub-opuntoid automaton of g , G, g .
Proof. Suppose the opuntoid graph G9 is complete. Further suppose
that D9 is an external lobe of G9 adjacent to an internal lobe D. There are
no non-trivial lobe loops thus an external lobe is adjacent to at most one
 .internal lobe of G9. Let ¨ g V G be an intersection vertex common to the
lobes D and D9. Let G0 s S j Z, the sub-opuntoid subgraph of G con-
taining S and Z where Z denotes the reduced lobe path from D to some
lobe of S. The reduced lobe path Z is contained in G9 since both its initial
and terminal lobes belong to G9. Then G0 j D9 is a finite-lobe sub-opuntoid
subgraph of G properly containing S as a host. Thus, by Lemma 6.2,
G0 j D9 cannot be parasite-free. Since D9 is the only extremal lobe of
G0 j D9 that is not an extremal lobe of S it must be a parasite. Hence
  ..   ..D ª D9. By the lower bound equality property U e ¨ s U e ¨ . Since1 1 2 2
  ..  .  4D9 feeds off D we have f e ¨ s e ¨ , where i g 1, 2 colours D andi j
j s 3 y i colours D9. Thus ¨ is a bud of the opuntoid graph G9 and we
obtain a contradiction. Therefore there are no external lobes adjacent to
an internal lobe of G9. Opuntoid graphs are connected thus if G9 is
complete it must then be equal to G.
Now suppose the opuntoid graph G9 is not complete and let ¨ be a bud
of G9. Then, since G is complete, ¨ is an intersection of a lobe D of G9 and
  ..an adjacent external lobe D9. As above we have D ª D9. Hence f e ¨ si
 .  4e ¨ , where i g 1, 2 colours D and j s 3 y i colours D9. Since G has thej
adjacent lobe assimilation property the lobes D and D9 are assimilated by
the vertex ¨ . This means that the sub-opuntoid subgraph G9 j D9 is
precisely the quotient of the disjoint union of G9 with D9 under the
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 .equivalence generated by R ¨ . Therefore, the automaton obtained from
 .g , G9, g by applying Construction 5.1 about the bud ¨ is the sub-opuntoid
 .automaton g , G9 j D9, g .
 .Proof of Theorem 6.4. Let a , G, b be a complete opuntoid automaton
with host S. The graph S is a sub-opuntoid subgraph of G that has a finite
number of lobes. Thus, by the comments preceding Lemma 4.3, S is the
 < :assimilated form of some Schutzenberger graph, relative to X R , thatÈ
has the lower bound equality property and the related pair separation
 .property. Therefore, by choosing any vertex g g V S we have, by Result
 .4.3, that g , S, g approximates a Schutzenberger automaton relative toÈ
 < :  .  . X R j W . Let A s g , S, g § A X, R j W, wt , for some w g X j
y1 .qX . Then, by Lemma 6.5, if S is complete it is equal to G. Otherwise,
repeated applications of Construction 5.1 determines a sequence A ;
A9 ; A0 . . . of automata that, by Lemma 6.5, are sub-opuntoid automata
 .of g , G, g . From Lemma 5.2 each automaton in the sequence approxi-
 .mates A X, R j W, wt . The directed system A determined by this se-
quence has direct limit given by
`
klim A s A .D6
ks1
Every lobe of the direct limit is contained in some automaton in the above
sequence. Thus, the direct limit is also a sub-opuntoid automaton of
 .g , G, g . Moreover, it is complete. Hence, by Lemma 6.5, the direct limit
 .is equal to g , G, g . Finally, from the comments before Lemma 5.4, we
 .  .have g , G, g § A X, R j W, wt . Let y label a path a ª g and y1 2
 . labels a path g ª b. Then, by Result 1.3, a , G, b ; A X, R j W,
.  .  .y wy t , hence a , G, b ( A X, R j W, y wy t , by Lemma 5.3. The1 2 1 2
proof of Theorem 6.4 is complete.
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